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RCOD NATIONALS
Two visitors from the Cape, Ivor
Jamison's Malaguena and Ariel with
Sheriff Saville at the helm boosted the
home ports fleet from 9 to 11. Of the
nine local Durban Yachts, Sun Tonic
and Reaction
were
both new
Fiberglass Hulls built by R & G Plastics
Both were launched shortly before the
event, giving little time to crews to
familiarise themselves with the boats.
Initial reaction to ,these boats is good,
with a number of serious enquiries
having been made, so this could be the
break the RCOD fleet has been looking
for to re-establish itself.
These boats are obviously down to
minimum weight, but overall did not
really seem to have an edge on
boatspeed.
Both Sun Tonic and
Reaction lead the fleet on a number of
occasions, but only Reaction skippered
by Peter Collins managed to take the
gun once.Sun Tonic skippered by
Bruce McCurrach seemed at times to
have unasailable leads only to be pipped
at the post on numerous occassions,_ln

race one Jack Goldsmith on Prion beat
Sun Tonic by 30 seconds, while in the
third race Malaguena beat them by 2
seconds, a win that I am sure they
were least expecting having started
the final beat in third spot.
It was finally consistant sailing by
the doyen of RCOD racing in Natal,
Jack Goldsmith who having won the
final race snatched the title from Sun
Tonic to give him the National
Champions crown yet again while Sun
Tonic had to be content with second
place.
The new fiberglass RCOD's on
display for the first time have
rekindled interest in the class, and
should provide the class with the close,
competative racing that it is has built
its name on for so many years.
RESULTS
I Prion - J. Goldsmith _____
2 Sun Tonic - C.B. McCurrach __
3 Close Ahead - R. Close ____
4 Reaction - A.P. Collins ____
- I.R. Jamison ___
5 Malaguena
Name Hull M_aterial________

J 3 4 2 I
2 2 2 3 3
3 5 6 I 2
5 I 3 4 4
7 4 I 6 5
.Sails
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whata grandrevival
a.nd crew - Victorious yet again.
Johnn Lauter staged 'ii\,:
Gunnadoo.

.Cipfmt
Cup._
1982
Report and Plwtographs
by Richard Crockett

Results produced by courtesy of the lnfonet
. Computer Sciences (Ply) Lid. ,
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THELEGENDARY
ROYALCAPEONEDESIGN
ISNOWBUILT
IN
FIBREGLASS.
INTERIORREDESIGNED
FOR SPACEAND
STRENGTH.
The gain in interior space is

A PROFESSIONAL
TRANSLATION
FROMWOOD
Wooden RCOD'shove raced the whole South African coastline
cind around the buoys for the post twenty-one years, to
develop a reputation for safety. stability and speed that no
other class of yacht con ever match.
Now Professionalshove translated the original wooden
van de Stadt design into fibreglass. Layup and stiffening specificationsfor hull and decl~ore as strong, and
weight distribution is the some, as the wooden
boat.
The new gloss boats (of which there ore
already two on the water, a third in the mould)
hove RCOD ClossAssociation approval.

A whole week of no wind during
Mainstay Week had competitors prior
to Lipton Cup very uptight and tense,
but fortunately by the time the event
started there was wind and everyone
had begun to relax and settle down to
the task ahead of them - to win the
coveted Lipton Cup.
Prior to the first days sailing
representatives
from each competing
club met to ammend
the sailing
instructions and set the tone of the
event for the week.

remorl~oble! Four good sized berths,
galley space and worl~top opposite
chart-table and storage, in moulded
components. Forward is a toilet comportment with wet-locl~er opposite.
All internal furniture mouldings combine with bunl~ sides ond'locl~ers to
form on integrated stiffening system.

COST PACKAGES
TO SUITYOUR
POCKET.
The soil-away fibreglass
version with all gear and soils,but
excluding motor, costsR22 500
and hull, decl~, bull~hedds and
moulded furniture come for
R8 500 excluding GST.Local
class associations will gladly
give guidance to thosew
pion ro complete their
l
own boots.
FORMORE DETAILS.CALL
~AL HENDRIE
V
9,

Although

not the way

LO win

race~ Royal Flush

went on ro win tlus race de.~pite a spinnaker wrap at the
start

Fuel Free, a win well earned.
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viscious at this stage and the Sweet
Peas were broaching rather easily,
with ~osha Moya going down very
hard,loosing both spinnaker sheet and
guy. Fuel Free recorded her first win
followed 3 min 32 seconds later by
Royal Flush, and a bedraggled fleet
strung out behind.
1 Fuel Free ..................
.
2 Royal Flush .................
3m 32
3 Red Flyer ...................
1 m 10
4 Mini Mouse .................
1 m 10
5 Sweet pea . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..23
6 French Connection ..........
2 m 07
7 Gunsmoke ......................
07
8 Xosha Moya .................
9 m 07

Excellent tactics in the 'out and 1wme' race gave

UCTYC a fine

wrn.
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RACE 2
With a North Easter forecast the
Windward/leeward
course 'was
selected. At the start the seas were flat
with a 6-8 knot wind.
Royal Flush started to weather of
the fleet, while Xosha Moya was at the
pin end in relatively clear air. Mini
Mouse tacked onto port immediately
the gun went and headed put to sea

Most of the competitors
sailed
Mainstay Week. Competition was close
particularly amongst the three ne,..;
yachts especially built for the event, while
the Sweet Peas had their moments of
glory and proved that sailed well they
would be forces to be reckoned with
Various Sweet Pea owners had spent
great deal of time up-dating their
yachts, Sweet Pea itself with an
increased rig, while Xosha Moya
sported a newly designed rudder. The
previous week proved that Royal
Fl_ush and Red Flyer were good in light
wmds on all points of sailing, while
Fuel Free was felt to be excellent off
the wind only.
A quadrilateral course was planned
for the first day, but after waiting around
in n~ wind, a westerly gale appeared
blowmg at 40 knots, resulting in sailing
being abandoned for the day.
Again the quadrilateral was planned
for the following day where the
Westerly was still blowing, but this time
at approximately 20 knots. The race
was started on a reach to mark No. 1
where after gybing spinnakers were
hoisted. Xosha Moya broached on
hoisting, pushing her way back in the
fleet, while Fuel Free revelled in the
co_nditions and seemed very stable
with her spinnaker up. Red Flyer
seemed at ease on the first 'box', in a
good second position, catching Fuel
Free, with Royal Flush third. During
the beat at the end of the first 'box' the
wind increased in strength to between
25 and 30 knots, resulting in some
excellent
sailing.
Shortly
after
rounding the 1st mark for the second
time Red Flyer broached incredibly
hard and took a fair time to recover
giving up her safe second spot t~
Royal Flush. The wind was rather

Red Flyer proved to be an excellent all-round yacht, but a mistake proved to be costly.
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Royco Cup-a-Soup Supreme.
A new range of deliciously rich and
creamy soups with the added excitement of golden-toasted croutons.
In four great flavours ... Rich
Cream of Asparagus, Continental
Cream of Onion, Choice Cream of
Celery, and Rich Cream of Chicken.
Royea Cup-a-Soup Supreme.
Simple to make. Supreme to taste.

uprem
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RoycoCup-a-Soup
introduces
a new richandcreamyrange
withrealcroutons.

port/starboard
incident with Royal
Flush. Later on the same beat Royal
Flush was nearly caught by Red Flyer.
The seaward
leg paid handsome
dividends, with Mini Mouse rounding
first 4 minutes ahead of Fuel Free
despite overstanding
the mark and
having to reach into it from out at sea.
On the run the wind increased in speed
up to 14 knots. Mini Mouse, the budget
boat with the happiest crew,took the
gun two minutes ahead of Fuel Free.
Red Flyers tactics were again bad just
before the finish, where they dropped
from fourth to 6th.

This young Zeekoevlei
overall.

team finished

a creditable

6th

while the fleet went in to the beach.
Initially their tactic did not seem wise
to break from the fleet, but finally it
paid off. French Connection, Sweet
Pea and eventually Xosha Moya also
headed to sea. Red Flyer seemed to
have the edge initially, but Royal
Flush and Fuel Free were keeping tabs
on her. These three were close and bad
judgement on the Red Flyer tacticians
behalf
saw them involved
in a

1 Mini Mouse
2 Fuel Free ...................
2 m 03
3 Royal Flush .................
1 m 47
4 Sweet Pea ...................
1 m 12
5 French Connection ..............
11
6 Red Flyer.03 (Red Flyer retired due
to her incident with Royal Flush)
7 Xosha Moya .................
3 m 31
8 Gunsmoke ..................
5 m 16
RACE3
With a moderate sea running it was
decided to sail the triangle and fulfill
the terms of the dead of gift, to sail a
square
windward/leeward
and
triangle.
The fleet was well spread out along
the start line, Red Flyer on the pin end
and Royal Flush next to the committee
boat. Royal Flush and Xosha Moya
tended to play the middle of the beat

A broken Spinnaker pole downhaul was a contributing factor to this magnificient
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Sweet

P~a had a modified rig and was sailed by
the Guthrie fa miLy.

while Red Flyer played the windward
side, and Fuel Free the leeward side of
the beat. Being an equilateral triangle
there was some confusion as to the
position of the weather mark as some
boats overstood, but it was Xosha
Moya who rounded first followed by
Fuel Free. Xosha Moya held a slender
lead, but Fuel Free with her superior
downwind speed finally took the lead

broach by Xosha Moya.
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Las< minute boat problems left this defence entry little
time for preparation.

and opened -up a wide ·1ead. The final
triangle was a nail-biting affair for the
two off-wind legs as Xosha Moya was
having spinnaker problems, allowing
Royal Flush to close the gap on her, but
Xosha Moya gybed ahead of Royal
Flush for the final run home to the
finish. Both were playing every wave
possible to gain an advantage. By this
stage
Red Flyer
and French
Connection were also in contention for
second spot, but Xosha Moya in the
weather berth finally picked up a
wave to cross 5 seconds ahead of Royal
Flush who was only just ahead of
French Connection and Red Flyer.
1 Fuel Free
2 Xosha Moya .................
4 m 30
3 Royal Flush ....................
-05
4 French Connection . . . . . . . . . . . . ..10
5 Red Flyer .......................
12
6 Sweet Pea ...................
3 m 39
7 Mini Mouse .................
2 m 23
8 Gunsmoke . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..30
RACE4
With only one race to go, Fuel Free
led followed by Royal Flush, 50 points
or 5 places behind. To win, Royal Flush
had to finish with Fuel Free more than
5 places behind her, and if there was a
tie, a sail-off would be held.
It was
decided
to sail
a
windward/leeward
course,
twice
round so as to give an equal amount of
windwarq, and leeward work, rather
than an unbalanced
course that
favoured off-wind work.
The wind was South West, 8 knots,
giving a running start. Red Flyer had
the best start, while Royal Flush could
have done better had she not wrapped
her spinnaker, Mini Mouse gybed onto
port heading inshore, while Xosha
Moya was the first to head to sea
followed by Red Flyer. Nankin kept a
very much a middle course and rounded
first, but with the whole fleet very close

behind him.
Tac'tics counted a lot on the beat, with
Gunsmoke taking a long seaward leg
while the rest of the fleet went
inshore. This seaward leg payed as
Gunsmoke pulled up to fourth _while
Fuel Free was in 5th position. If she did
not improve this position, and Royal
Flush won, there would be a tie and a
resail.
Un the run, Fuel Free managed to
pass Gunsmoke
and take fourth
position at the final turn for home.
Royal Flush had a good lead, but Red
Flyer was catching. This final beat was
crucial as Red Flyer and Royal Flush
were covering each other, while Mini
Mouse in third spot was doing her
utmost to keep ahead of Fuel Free, but
to no avail. Royal Flush took the gun,
while Fuel came in third to secure the
Lipton Cup for the Point Yacht Club
for the ninth time.
1 Royal Flush
2 Red Flyer ......................
.40
3 Fuel Free ...................
2 m 40
4 Mini Mouse .................
1 m 13
5 Xosha Moya .................
1 m 32
6 Gunsmoke ..................
2 m 03
7 French Connection ..........
1 m 31
8 Sweet Pea .......................
16
OVERALL
1 Point Yacht Club
2 Royal Cape Yacht Club
3 University of Cape Town Yacht Club
4 Island Sailing Club
5 Royal Natal Yacht Club
6 Zeekoeivlei Yacht Club
7 Aeolians Yacht Club
8 Defence Sailing Club
Before the next event a number of
principles
need to be established
otherwise we could well find ourselves
having to revive the event yet again.
The question of which yacht to sail
has caused endless discussion for
months. During the racing it was
blatantly obvious that there were only

three yachts really in contention for
the title, while the Sweet Peas were
generally outclased. Mini Mouse did
win a race, and Xhosa Moya gained a
second, not through superior boat
speed but by good tactical decisions.
Next year I doubt whether there will
be many Sweet Peas competing so we
are eleminating this event to an elite
clique who have the money to build
new boats on a regular basis, excluding
those who cannot afford to keep pace
with the IOR rule. This is not the
American's Cup, and let us not forget
this. Sir Thomas presented the trophy
to promote friendly interclub sailing
competition
off the coast of South
Africa. Acusations of incorrect ratings
is not friendly competition. While we
have this elitist attitude there are
going to be a few 'jockey' who win each
year, while a good 80% of those eligible
to compete
will never
get the
opportunity to do so, purely because
they cannot afford a new boat every
few years. In terms of the Deed of Gift,
it is an interclub event, so it should be
sailed in a yacht that is common to all
clubs and not yachts that a few
syndicates or sponsors can afford.
Courses were interesting, yet not
practicle. 66% of sailing was off the
wind and if we persist with these
courses and IOR yachts,we will breed
a funny shaped yacht suited only to the
Lipton Cup. While these courses did
test ones abilities at seamanship,
i.e.running starts and finishes they did
not provide an equal amount of
windward and leeward work. These
course must be updated to Olympic
Triangles.
All competitors
entered into the
spirit of the event, -maintaining the
elevated tone, aura and spirit that
became the Lipton Cup Hallmark
in past years, and thanks to Lipton
SA's involvement,
all the social
functions were also of a very high
standard.

The Victorious Point Yacht Club Team. L-R. Jimmy Melville; Mrs. Varnals; Ian Park-Ross; Dereck Warne and Harry
Ellens with tl'ieir trophies.
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by
oovulcox
That most famous of trophys, the Lipton Trustees could give some thought to for
Cup has just been sailed again after a layoff future events. As things stand at the
of nine years. As far as numbers of moment, one mistake and an entry which
competitors are concerned, it is a limited ,may well have been designed and built
(or "exclusive" if you like) event. This is the specially for the event, and worked up
result, of the deed of gift which limits intensively over a period of time, is totally
entries to one boat per Yacht Club, and the out of the running.
What of the boats themselves? Three
Clubs eligible are spelt out by the Trustees.
were built specifically for the Lipton Cup,
Therefore,
the entries
are truly
representing their various clubs, and are and two were designed specially for it. The
not out to win solely for their own benefit. details are as follows:"Fuel Free" - Jacques Faroux design.
This is an aspect of yachting which has
Existing 1981 design, sistership winner
fallen away in recent years where
World 1/4 Ton championship 1981, this
individuals
aim at wins in National
Championships, or certain divisions in particular boat built specially for the Lipton
Cup.
events like Rothmans Week, whereas when
"Royal Flush" - Angelo Lavranos design
South Africa still had a National Regatta
combining all the National Classes, the 1982. Designed and built specifically for the
"inter-club" event at these Regattas was as Lipton Cup.
"Red Flyer" - Ed Dubois design 1980/81.
important as the National Championship in
Designed and built specifically for the
each class.
So in spite of a small entry in terms of Lipton Cup.
How did these three designs from
numbers, the club rivalry and the sheer
different
designers
of different
magnificance and history of the Seventy
Year Old Trophy (which holds 13 bottles of Nationalities perform? I think any one of
champagne, incidently) give the event an the three could have won the Lipton Cup
given slightly different weather conditions
atmosphere all of its own.
Also, Sir Thomas Lipton, the famous tea and with "Lady Luck" spreading her
merchant, was known as a Sportsman and a favours a little differently. "Fuel Free"
definitely seemed the best heavy weather
Gentleman, and competitors are expected
boat, but she suffered in the light going.
to compete in a truly sportmanlike fashion!
A new development this year was the "Royal Flush" slipped along beautifully in
the light, but couldn't quite match "Fuel
involvement of Liptons Tea South Africa.
However,
their
involvement
was in Free" in the blows. However, in moderate
character with the event, restrained and breezes the two boats appeared to be tied
together with a piece of string. "Red Flyer"
tasteful, and their opening and prize giving
functions were well executed. Lets hope on the other hand performed consistently
in all conditions, but her crew made some
they continue to take an interest in their
mistakes, and in the top three positions in
founders trophy.
the Lipton Cup one mistake is a mistake too
It's history now that Point Yacht Club
many! Unless there is some completely
won the trophy with "Fuel Free", a team
unforeseen design break through in the
effort as she was owned by Tony Hurter,
skippered by Harry Ellens and helmed by next 9 months, these three boats could well
be top contenders next year.
Derek Warne. Second was the Royal Cape
All three boats definitely outclassed the
Yacht Club's entry "Royal Flush" owned
by a syndicate and skippered by Rick Sweet Peas, which formed the rest of the
fleet. In a way, this is a great pity, but the
Nankin. Third came the enthusiastic crew
Sweet Peas have had a long run for their
from Cape Town University with the Sweet
money. The Sweet Pea "Mini Mouse's" well
Pea "Mini Mouse". Fourth was "Red Flyer"
earned third place was achieved by "taking
sailing
for Island Sailing Club and
skippered
by Rob Thorpe,
who won the gap". They were always well up, ready
Division II in Rothmans Week with her last to capitalize on other peoples mistakes. In
year. She was capable of a better place, but one of the "out and back" races they
a port and starboard infringement put paid achieved a well earned first gun.
Was the event successful? Was it worth
to her hopes as the series had no discard.
Perhaps a discard race is something the the time and money spent by competitors
and organisers alike to have an event which
24 Yachtsman
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attracted only 8 entries? The answer, I
think, is yes. Apart from the "magic"
surrounding
the trophy itself, the event
resulted in three new quarter tonners
being added to the South African fleet.
There is always argument as to whether the
way to go for deep sea sailing is for IOR
boats or One Designers. I firmly believe we
need them both! Without a doubt, the
pioneering
of new materials,
new
techniques etc, which take place in IOR
boats today will appear in the One Designs
of tomorrow.
Also, if South African
yachtsmen are to keep up with progress
overseas, new up to date I9R Boats must be
built and raced in this country. No doubt
these three boats would not have been built
but for the Trustees choice of quarter
tonners for the Lipton Cup. Also these boats
will now almost certainly appear regularly
at Rothmans Week, Mainstay Week, Lion
Week and other events.
A lot of discussion took place among the
crews, in the bar and between various
"experts" as to what route the Trustees
should take in future, IOR or One Design? I
must confess I don't have a strong view
either way. However, both options have
their pros and cons. Structured as it is at
present,
possible
contenders
will be
encouraged to build new IOR boats and
improve the standard of the South African
fleet. There is always additional excitement
given to an event for which new and
exciting boats are specially built. On the
debit side, IOR "one offs" are expensive to
build, and only two or three are likely to be
built in any one year. Also, with the
constant development in IOR boats, next
years boats are likely to be slightly faster
than last years boats. Thus in any Lipton
Cup event it is likely to be the latest three or
four boats which are the top contenders.
This would not be so with an established
One Design Class where the boats should all
be equal provided they have good crews
and good sails. More eligible Clubs would be
able to get their hand on a One Design, and
this should result in a larger entry. One of
the arguments I have heard against One
Designs also holds some water, they have
many Provincial
Championships,
a
National and divisions are usually provided
for them in such events as Rothmans Week,
and should the Lipton Cup be sailed in One
Designs it would just be "another" One
Design regatta.
Anyway, that is a problem for the
Trustees to answer. However, and I am
sure the Trustees are well a ware of this, the
decision should be spelled out soon, and
should stand for a nominated number of
years. This will enable yachtsmen to know
where they stand and plan constructively
to participate
in future Lipton Cups.
However, I do believe that two aspects
should be seriously reviewed before the
event is sailed again, the courses and the
scoring system. The courses are out of date,
many have downwind starts or downwind
finishes, and a predominance of off wind
legs. If quarter tonners get the nod, and
courses are not changed, instructions will
be given to the designers to put the
emphasis on down wind performance. One
will not then get an all round boat suitable
for other events. The scoring system also, is
completely out of date. However, I am sure
the Trustees will soon announce the format
for future Lipton Cups and we can look
forward to the event playing a major role in
the yachting calender.
As a parting shot, I wonder what Sir
Thomas Lipton, who sailed the gigantic J
Boats, would have thought of a modern 1/4
tonner!

-~-MIDNIGHI

SUN
"Midnight Sun" is a relatively
common, well respected name in
yachting around the world, not
surprising, as the yacht 'Midnight
Sun' a new Holland 42 footer scored
wins in both the SORC and Two Ton
Worlds in 1978, while the second, an
aluminium 50 footer by Ron Holland
has a long list of impressive victories
to her name.
Spurred on by his successes, .Jan
Pehrsson,
the owner of both the
'Midnight Sun's' is building an 80' maxi
to seek battle with Kialoa, Ondine,
Condor, Xargo and Helissara to name
a few. The name of this new Maxi
racer - 'Midnight Sun' of course.
Doug Peterson is the designer and
Ron Holland and German Frers have
both designed Maxi racers, so they
could produce something equally good
as the best on the water, but hardly
anything better, says .Jan Pehrsson.
Peterson had no preconceived ideas in
this class, so it was figured he would be
innovative, and his preliminary design
was lighter than the others.
Baltic Yachts of Finland
were
chosen as they have built many Balsa
sandwich yachts. For 'Midnight Sun'
they chose an aircraft-grade
Balsa
weighing l00kg/cubic metres rather
than 140kg/cubic metre. This makes
her the lightest 80' maxi racer in the
world.
Before finalizing the keel design,
Baltic yachts weighed the whole boat,
complete with interior, weighing in
exactly according to the drawings. The
whole hull does not have one single
overlayer of Fibreglass fibres, which
means that Baltic Yachts have reached
theoretical panel weight in reality.
S-glass, that has the same tensile
strength,
but better compression
strength than kevlar was chosen for
the deck, while deck beams are made
from Carbon Fibre. The deck layout is
different to other maxi's and the jib
sheets, for instance, have a very wide
angle in the pulley which should
enable the crew to tack quicker.
Mast and Hydraulics
are from
Stearns, sails from Hood and winches
from Lewmar.
'Midnight Sun' will carry a crew of
20-22.
LOA 24.29m ..................
79.69 ft
LWL 21.13m ..................
69.32 ft
B MAX 5.78m ................
18.96 ft
DRAFY 3.83m ................
12.59 ft
DISPL 34.lO0kgs ............
75.178 lbs
BALLAST 22.000kgs .......
48.500 lbs.

Put your feet up at Agenda
Shopping is made easy for you. Because Agenda has the widest range of big
boat gear in South Africa.
From engines to electronics, hydraulics to handybillies, lighting to liferafts. In
fact everything between pushpit and pulpit, to save you time in shopping
around.
Give Agenda your plan if you're starting from scratch and we'll give you a
package-deal price. Or if you're replacing gear or installing a new system,
save time and shop the Agenda Way.
The World's best gear
Most of the world's best brands in stock and many of them are Agenda's
exclusive agencies. And if we don't have what you want, we'll import it for you
fast, from any supplier anywhere in the world.
Agenda's Agencies include:
Aquasignal - electric & oil navigation
and cabin lights.
Aries - self steering systems
Asahi - winches
Barbarossa - winches and deck
hardware
Beaufort - life support systems
Blake-Lavac - marine toilets
BMW& Faryman - marine diesels
and seacocks
Gebo - hatches
Hassel/ors - screws &
swaged rigging components
Knowsley - winches
Lamsails from Hong Kong
Marinaspec - navlights
and dial-a-star signals
Meta -

Plastimo - compasses and chandlery
SBM - hatches, portlights and windlasses
Schaeffer - blocks
Stalok - terminals & rigging
Taylors - stoves and heaters
T ekflo Aquatronic - wind & water
instruments
Vetus - chandlery
Wagner - autopilots and hydraulic
steering
Walder - gybe preventers
Wesmar - sonar autopilots and Satnav
systems
Wichard - shackles & sail
snaps & knives
Yamano - sextants

15 Field Street, Durban. P.O. Box 3764, Durban
Phone 62130 or 64770. Telex 628674 SA
Trade enquiries welcome.
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